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Issue 7
December, 2018 Year of change in the 

Eastern Partnership
The new 2019 should be a year of change, both in the 
partner states and in the region as a whole. A series of 
elections can completely change the political reality. And 
the 10th anniversary of the Eastern Partnership is an 
occasion not only for celebrating , but also for defining 
new goals.

Civil society should actively join the search for these new horizons for the East-
ern Partnership beyond 2020. What new tools for participation in decision-making 
within? the Eastern Partnership Civil Society Forum received, what changed in the 
Forum itself and what other accents were put during the unusual it its form and 
content annual Assembly, analyzed Gennady Maksak.

What shifts should be expected in the region after the change of power in Georgia 
and Armenia? What will the elections bring in Moldova, Ukraine and Belarus, where 
the campaigns are in full swing? The results of year 2018 are summarized in our 
traditional reviews of events in each of the six partner countries.

In the meantime, the joint staff working document “20 EaP deliverables until 
2020” remains the main roadmap in relations with European partners. And further 
ambitions will largely depend on the implementation of this “homework assign-
ment”. How Ukraine fulfills the provisions of the document regarding gender equal-
ity is studied by Natalia Chermoshentseva.

Olga Chizhova
Editor-in-Chief of the EaP Think Bridge Digest
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Armenia’s  
new political reality
Richard Giragosian, Regional Studies Center (Yerevan, Armenia)

After the successful ouster of Armenia’s former president turned prime minister 
and the subsequent coming to power of acting Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan 
in April-May, the election of a new parliament in early December affirmed the 
country’s new political reality.  With a sweeping political landslide, Pashinyan’s 
My Step party garnered an overwhelming 88 seats in the new 132-seat 
parliament, while in contrast, the former ruling Republican party was unable to 
even meet the five percent threshold for representation. Pashinyan, who resigned 
in October in order to trigger the new election, benefited from a still high wave of 
popularity, coupled with the absence of any real challenge from other parties.

Voter turnout was only 48.6%, a serious 12% decline from the last parliamentary election held in April 2017.
Photo by Photolure
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 DOMESTIC POLICY
Armenian parliamentary election

The results from the 9 December extraordinary parlia-
mentary elections dramatically altered the Armenian po-
litical landscape and cemented gains of acting Prime Min-
ister Nikol Pashinian’s My Step alliance, which got an im-
pressive 70.4% of the vote. For the 
former ruling Republican Party, the 
vote was a sound reminder of their 
sudden loss of credibility and pop-
ularity, as the once-dominant par-
ty ended a decade in power with a 
mere 4.7% of the vote, just short of 
meeting the five-percent minimum 
threshold to retain the presence in 
the new parliament. 

Placing a distant second, the 
one-time second largest force, the 
Prosperous Armenia Party, was able 
to return to parliament with securing 
8.3% of the vote, just ahead of the 
Bright Armenia Party, with 6.4% of 
the vote.  Based on the outcome for the newly enlarged 
132-seat parliament, only three parties will be represent-
ed in the new parliament, with the Pashinyan bloc holding 
88 seats, another 26 seats for Prosperous Armenia and 

Bright Armenia with 18 seats. 
While the Prosperous Armenia party formally remains 

allied with Pashinyan’s bloc, the Bright Armenia party, 
which was once an integral partner of Pashinyan’s former 
three-party opposition “Exit” coalition, announced plans 

to be the only opposition party in 
the new parliament, which is due to 
be convened in early January. 

Although the election was in 
stark contrast to earlier contests 
that were consistently denounced 
as neither free nor fair and marred 
by widespread voting irregularities, 
this election stood out as demon-
strably improved, according to 
both domestic and international 
observers. Nevertheless, voter 
turnout was only 48.6%, a serious 
12% decline from the last parlia-
mentary election held in April 2017 
and suggesting that voter interest 

in the race declined, despite the pronounced popularity 
of acting Prime Minister Pashinyan and his political bloc. 

ECONOMY
Conflicting details over reported new 
Armenia-Russian gas deal

After a bilateral meeting with Russian President Putin 
on 31 December in Moscow, Armenian Prime Minister 
Nikol Pashinyan announced a new agreement on the pric-
es of Armenian imports of Russian natural gas. According 
to Pashinyan, the Armenian national gas distribution net-
work, which is owned by Gazprom, will pay a higher price 
for Russian gas imports, although he stressed that the 
end price for gas will remain unchanged for consumers 
as a result of “our certain internal adjustments.”  

On the sidelines of the presidential meeting, Gazprom 
Chairman Alexei Miller and Armenian Deputy Prime Min-

ister Mher Grigorian signed a deal raising the wholesale 
gas price from $150 to $165 per thousand cubic meters, 
but noted that Gazprom will continue negotiations with 
the Armenian government on “the structure of internal 
gas tariffs.” 

The Gazprom-Armenia network paid its parent com-
pany $150 per thousand cubic meters under a previous, 
now expired Russian-Armenian deal. Gazprom cut the 
wholesale price for Armenia from about $190 to $165 per 
thousand cubic meters in 2015 and again to $150 in 2016.  
But in a confusing and seemingly contradictory report by 
Russian energy officials, the new agreement will impose 
a $15 increase, suggesting that the Armenian government 
may be forced to subsidize the difference.

FOREIGN POLICY
Foreign Ministry appointments

In one of the slowest government ministries to institute 
personnel changes after the change of government, two 
key deputy foreign ministers were appointed on Decem-
ber 28. Two Armenian ambassadors, to Sweden and the 
United States, Artak Apitonyan and Grigor Hovhannissian 
respectively, were promoted to the posts of deputy for-
eign ministers, with several lesser diplomatic appoint-
ments for several new ambassadors also announced. Two 

former deputy foreign ministers, Ashot Hovakimyan and 
Karen Nazaryan, were also named as Armenia’s ambas-
sadors to the Czech Republic and the Holy See (the seat 
of Vatican).

Cautious over U.S. sanctions, 
Armenia seeks to deepen ties to Iran

According to a statement released by the Armenian 
Foreign Ministry, on December 27 Armenia’s Ambassador 
Artashes Tumanian met with Iranian Deputy Foreign Min-

Only three parties will 
be represented in the 
new parliament, with the 
Pashinyan bloc holding 
88 seats, another 26 
seats for Prosperous 
Armenia and Bright 
Armenia with 18 seats
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ister Abbas Araghchi to discuss plans to deepen bilateral 
ties and develop trade and economic cooperation.  Prior 
to the meeting, Armenian Prime Minister Nikol Pashinian 
stated on December 22 that Armenia plans to “deepen 
not only economic but also political relations with Iran” 
despite the challenge of U.S. sanctions that have been 
re-imposed by the Trump Administration.  

That concern comes in the wake of the October visit to 
the region by U.S. National Security Adviser John Bolton, 
who pressed the Armenian government in its relationship 
with Iran.  More specifically, the U.S. official put Arme-
nian officials on notice that unlike the past, Washington 
would now place greater scrutiny on Armenian-Irani-
an ties. He further asked for Armenian support to apply 

“maximum pressure” in order to “squeeze Iran” by enforc-
ing tightened sanctions “vigorously”. But with two of its 
four borders closed, Armenia’s relationship with Iran is 
an essential consideration, only bolstered by the fact that 

Armenian trade with Iran soared by some 40%, reaching 
$297 million for the first ten months of 2018. 

Russia warns Armenia to resist “U.S. 
interference”

On December 19 Russian Deputy Foreign Minister 
Grigory Karasin warned that the United States was ac-
tively interfering in Armenia’s internal affairs and stressed 
that Moscow expects “that the current leadership of Ar-
menia, which received a necessary mandate in the par-
liamentary elections, will have the courage to resist the 
unhidden external blackmail and pressure and will de-
fend its sovereign right to independently make decisions 
based on national interests”. Karasin further added that 
the “tragic fate” of Ukraine and Georgia, which he said 
were “let down” by the West, “must serve as a warning” 
to Armenia.
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Investors leave 
Azerbaijan? 
Sevinc Aliyeva, Center for Legal Studies (Baku, Azerbaijan)

In December, President Ilham Aliyev approved the state budget for 2019. 
Although revenues increased by 3.5% compared to 2018, the state budget 
deficit is expected to widen. In accordance with the new state budget, the 
country’s tax code experienced changes in order to stimulate economic 
activity, reduce “shadow economy”, and increase transparency. Foreign policy 
agenda of the country was dominated by the meeting between Azerbaijan and 
Armenia during the OSCE Ministerial Council Meeting in Milan. The joint and 
unilateral statements gave a positive signal about the future talks.

DOMESTIC POLICY
What has changed in taxes?

Following the country’s state budget for 2019, Azer-
baijan’s tax code has been changed. The new tax code 

changes the payments for state social insurance between 
an employer and an employee. Employers are not obliged 
to pay tax on salaries for seven years, which may moti-

Top diplomats of Azerbaijan and Armenia held negotiations at the OSCE Ministerial Council Meeting in Milan.

https://www.izvoznookno.si/Dokumenti/pravo/azrtaxcode.pdf
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vate them to sign contracts with employees. On the other 
hand, private sector employees , who are not working in 
the oil and gas industry and earn less than 8000 manats 
(about $4700) will be exempt from paying taxes.

Good news for the individual entrepreneurs who have 
small businesses operating in the non-oil sector is that 
the tax rate for them has decreased from 4 to 2%. 

In order to encourage non-cash payments and increase 
the rate of credit/ debit card usage, discounts have been 

introduced to merchants who use point-of-sale (POS) 
terminal. Moreover, when making non-cash payments, 
some part of the value-added tax will be returned to the 
customers. 

Previously agricultural producers operating in Baku 
paid 4% tax, while the ones in the regions paid 2%. Ac-
cording to the new tax code, this taxation system will 
be unified to single 2% tax payment regardless of the 
geographical region.

ECONOMY
Why do Exxon and Chevron seek to 
leave Azerbaijan?

The US giants Exxon Mobil and Chevron seek to sell 
their shares in the Azeri-Chirag-Gunashli field in the Cas-
pian Sea. They have 6.8% and 9.57% stakes in the field, 
respectively. Exxon expects to secure $2 billion from the 
sale of its shares. Chevron has also decided to launch 
the sale of its 8.9% interest in the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan 
(BTC) pipeline. 

The question is why these companies, who have been 
in Azerbaijan over a quarter of a 
century since “the Contract of the 
Century”, want to stop their sup-
port to Azerbaijan.

These companies were among 
five US companies that supported 
Azerbaijan to launch its oil and gas 
industry after the collapse of the 
Soviet Union. While Exxon Mobil 
has not commented on the sale, 
Chevron officials relate this deci-
sion to the company’s regular re-
view to make sure that its portfolio 
is in alignment with the company’s long-term goals. “As 
part of this review, we have decided to initiate the pro-
cess of marketing, with a view to a potential sale, of our 
Chevron affiliate interests in the Azeri Chirag and deep-
water Gunashli project and the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipe-
line,” officials said. The reason behind Exxon’s exit may 
be the fact that in recent years company has increasingly 

focused on working within the US to develop shale fields 
and it also plans to invest in newly discovered oil fields 
in Guyana.

The budget deficit is projected to widen
Azerbaijani parliament passed the state budget for 

2019 and on December 22 President Ilham Aliyev ap-
proved the budget. Next year’s budget is based on the 
oil price estimate of $60/barrel. Gross domestic product 
(GDP) is expected to grow by 3.6%, 45% of which comes 
from the oil and gas sector. This sector accounts for the 
75% of the state revenue which is forecasted to total 

23.168 billion Azerbaijani manats 
($13.61 billion). Expenditures, on 
the other hand, are expected to 
amount to 25.190 billion manats 
($14.80 billion). Revenues have 
an increase of 3.5% compared to 
2018, while expenditures experi-
ence 7.3% increase. The economy 
of the country is expected to grow 
by 2% in comparison with 2018. 
Annual inflation is projected to de-
crease to 3-4% from 6.1% in 2018.

According to the state budget 
for 2019, the budget deficit will widen to 2.022 billion 
manats, which is approximately equal to $1.2 billion 
and comprises 2.5% of GDP from 951 million manats or 
1.3% of GDP in 2018. If the oil export prices are higher 
than expected, this deficit can be covered.

FOREIGN POLICY
What was agreed upon in Milan 
between Armenia and Azerbaijan?

On December 5 during the OSCE Ministerial Council 
Meeting in Milan, top diplomats of Azerbaijan and Arme-
nia, the Foreign Minister of Azerbaijan Elmar Mammad-
yarov and Acting Foreign Minister of Armenia Zohrab 
Mnatsakanyan held a meeting together with Minsk Group 
co-chair countries. The Russian Federation, the US, and 
France praised the significant reduction in ceasefire vio-

lations and ministers of the two countries agreed upon 
working intensively to find a long-term and peaceful 
solution.

After the meeting, the statement of Mammadyarov 
has been a wide-discussion topic. “I think that at the 
last meeting with my Armenian counterpart in Milan, 
we reached an understanding for the first time in a long  
while,” he said. The minister mentioned the importance 
of achieving tangible results. On the other hand, Armeni-
an Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Anna Naghdalyan not-

The US giants Exxon 
Mobil and Chevron 
seek to sell their shares 
in the Azeri-Chirag-
Gunashli field in the 
Caspian Sea

https://www.rt.com/business/445708-exxon-chevron-leave-azerbaijan/
https://www.rt.com/business/445708-exxon-chevron-leave-azerbaijan/
https://www.rt.com/business/445708-exxon-chevron-leave-azerbaijan/
http://www.cityam.com/270140/exxon-and-chevron-plan-sell-stakes-contract-century-oil
http://www.cityam.com/270140/exxon-and-chevron-plan-sell-stakes-contract-century-oil
http://www.cityam.com/270140/exxon-and-chevron-plan-sell-stakes-contract-century-oil
http://www.cityam.com/270140/exxon-and-chevron-plan-sell-stakes-contract-century-oil
http://www.cityam.com/270140/exxon-and-chevron-plan-sell-stakes-contract-century-oil
http://www.cityam.com/270140/exxon-and-chevron-plan-sell-stakes-contract-century-oil
http://www.cityam.com/270140/exxon-and-chevron-plan-sell-stakes-contract-century-oil
http://www.cityam.com/270140/exxon-and-chevron-plan-sell-stakes-contract-century-oil
http://cbc.az/az/az/v_story/2019-cu-l-dvlt-bdcs-qbul-edld
http://cbc.az/az/az/v_story/2019-cu-l-dvlt-bdcs-qbul-edld
http://cbc.az/az/az/v_story/2019-cu-l-dvlt-bdcs-qbul-edld
http://www.turan.az/ext/news/2018/11/free/energy news/en/76383.htm
http://www.turan.az/ext/news/2018/11/free/energy news/en/76383.htm
https://report.az/en/nagorno-karabakh-conflict/foreign-ministers-of-azerbaijan-and-armenia-to-meet-in-milan-today/
https://report.az/en/nagorno-karabakh-conflict/foreign-ministers-of-azerbaijan-and-armenia-to-meet-in-milan-today/
https://paralel.az/article/en/84284
https://paralel.az/article/en/84284
https://paralel.az/article/en/84284
https://paralel.az/article/en/84284
https://paralel.az/article/en/84284
https://paralel.az/article/en/84284
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ed that “It has been a long time since such an agreement 
was reached”. These statements gave a positive signal 
about the settlement of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. 

A joint statement was made by the ministers of the 
two countries and the heads of the delegations of the 
OSCE Minsk Group co-chair countries. According to the 
joint statement, all parties agreed to continue working 
towards long-term peace, the co-chairs called on parties 

to take concrete steps to prepare the nations for peace 
and the next meeting is scheduled to January 2019.

Russian Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria 
Zakharova expressed Russia’s willingness for the next 
round of talks. When commenting on the joint statement, 
she added that “for it to turn into agreements it needs to 
be worked out”.

http://www.armradio.am/en/3198
http://www.armradio.am/en/3198
http://www.armradio.am/en/3198
https://en.azvision.az/news/96624/moscow-supports-meeting-of-azerbaijani-and-armenian-fms-in-milan%C2%A0.html
https://en.azvision.az/news/96624/moscow-supports-meeting-of-azerbaijani-and-armenian-fms-in-milan%C2%A0.html
https://en.azvision.az/news/96624/moscow-supports-meeting-of-azerbaijani-and-armenian-fms-in-milan%C2%A0.html
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Belarus:  
The Kremlin’s ultimatum 
Аrseny Sivitsky, Center for Strategic and Foreign Policy Studies (Minsk, Belarus) 

In December, the tensions of the past years in relations between Russia and 
Belarus entered a new stage growing into an open conflict. The Kremlin openly 
declared its ambitions of integrating Belarus. It conditioned discounts for oil and 
gas on deeper integration between Russia and Belarus within the Union State. 

FOREIGN POLICY 
Independence for cheap fuels 

On December 6, Belarus President Aleksandr Lukashen-
ko and Russian President Vladimir Putin had a loud dis-
pute over the unfair price for Russian gas and transit rates 
through Belarus at the meeting of the Supreme Eurasian 
Economic Council in Saint Petersburg. President Lukashen-

ko claimed that the Union State could not function in the 
context of inequality between partners and economic play-
ers in it. “No equal conditions, no union”, he said. Vladimir 
Putin responded that “this takes time and a different level 
of integration between our countries”. 

Russia’s Vice Premier Dmitri Kozak took President 

The talks between Presidents Putin and Lukashenko held on December  29.
Photo by president.by

https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3821804
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3821804
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3833073
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3833073
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Putin’s line when he voiced the Kremlin’s ultimatum in 
a harsher form on December 11. He refused to discuss 
discounts for gas and compensation of Minsk’s losses 
caused by the oil tax change with Belarus Vice Premier 
Igor Liashenko “until principled decisions on further in-
tegration of Russia and Belarus within the Union State” 
are reached. When the Union State Council of Ministers 
met in Brest on December 13, Russia’s Prime Minister 
Dmitri Medvedev stated that Russia was ready for further 
integration with Belarus within the 
boundaries established in the Union 
State Treaty of December 8, 1999. 

Belarus President Lukashenko 
responded to this ultimatum by say-
ing that sovereignty was sacred for 
Belarus and he would not surren-
der it for a barrel of oil. Moscow’s 
response to this statement was 
swift as Anton Siluanov, Russia’s 
First Vice Premier and Minister of 
Finance, said several hours later 
that Minsk should not count on compensation of it losses 

from the oil tax change (the assessment of Belarus’s di-
rect loss caused by the change in the Russia’s tax code in 
2019 stands at US $300mn). 

The talks between Presidents Putin and Lukashenko on 
December 25 and 29 failed to resolve the disputes be-
tween the two countries. It looks like the Russian side 
just used them to voice its ultimatum yet again, and that 
ultimatum seems unacceptable to President Lukashenko. 
The only visible consequence of the talks is the decision 

to establish a working group with 
government representatives tasked 
with developing proposals on deep-
er integration and solving disputes. 
This is not the first time a group like 
this is set up. This time, however, 
Minsk’s strategy to talk itself out of 
it will hardly prove successful. 

President Lukashenko called on 
the Belarusians to strengthen state-
hood in his New Year speech.

DOMESTIC POLICY 
Independence  
and sovereignty above all

Minsk could not leave Russia’s harsh statements 
questioning Belarus’ sovereignty unanswered. President 
Lukashenko’s main message implied that the situation in 
Belarus economy would not be catastrophic even if no 
agreement was reached with Russia on the compensa-
tion of losses caused by the tax change. Belarus would 
be forced to change its domestic and foreign policy but 
would still develop as an independent state that makes 
its own choices on the vectors and priorities of develop-
ment. At the same time, President Lukashenko demanded 
a switch to austerity in government spending and cut of 
any “non-productive” expenditures by government bod-
ies, such as trips abroad to take part in conferences and 
similar costs.

This message served as a signal for other government 
players to speak on further relations with Russia. Aleksei 
Sytenkov, Deputy Head of the Pre-Trial Investigations De-
partment at the Belarus State Border Committee, marked 
a 20% increase in the number of illegal migration crimes 
in one year. Russian citizens from the North Caucasus 
regions are most often perpetrators or accomplices in 
these crimes. Belarus law enforcement entities have long 

known about this. But they previously refrained from de-
scribing Russia as a source of criminality in Belarus, rath-
er blaming it on western states. 

Following the flag raising ceremony on December 20, 
Belarus Minister of Foreign Affairs Vladimir Makei spoke 
about independence and sovereignty of the Belarus State 
as an unconditional priority for Belarus and its citizens. 
Even though the price of sovereignty is high, every citizen 
must contribute to strengthening it. He bluntly referred to 
the MFA’s new raised flag as the “battle flag” signaling the 
decisive and principled position.  

In the context of these developments, Belarus author-
ities have seriously embarked on restraining the spread 
of “satellites” from Russian operators, including NTV and 
Trikolor in Belarus. This is essentially a restriction of ac-
cess for the Russian propaganda. Those who install the 
antennas are facing criminal cases. None of the compa-
nies has a license for the distribution of mass media prod-
ucts in Belarus, but private individual entrepreneurs and 
small companies used to provide services installing sat-
ellite antennas and subscribing clients. As a result, many 
people in Belarus have access to “uncensored” versions 
of Russian TV channels while the officially broadcast Rus-
sian TV channels reach the Belarus audience with a signif-
icantly curtailed part of their content.  

2019 will see stronger 
comprehensive 
pressure from the 
Kremlin to force Belarus 
into a deep integration

https://www.interfax.ru/russia/641836
https://www.interfax.ru/russia/641836
http://government.ru/news/35083/
http://government.ru/news/35083/
https://www.belta.by/president/view/lukashenko-suverenitet-dlja-belarusi-eto-svjatoe-329385-2018/
https://www.belta.by/president/view/lukashenko-suverenitet-dlja-belarusi-eto-svjatoe-329385-2018/
https://news.tut.by/economics/619217.html
https://news.tut.by/economics/619217.html
https://www.interfax.ru/business/642424
https://www.interfax.ru/business/642424
https://reform.by/belarus-i-rossija-dogovorilis-sozdat-rabochuju-gruppu-po-integracii/
https://reform.by/belarus-i-rossija-dogovorilis-sozdat-rabochuju-gruppu-po-integracii/
http://president.gov.by/ru/news_ru/view/novogodnee-obraschenie-20194/
http://president.gov.by/ru/news_ru/view/novogodnee-obraschenie-20194/
http://president.gov.by/ru/news_ru/view/doklad-ob-okonchatelnyx-variantax-proektov-nalogovogo-kodeksa-i-zakona-o-bjudzhete-respubliki-belarus-na-20071/
http://president.gov.by/ru/news_ru/view/doklad-ob-okonchatelnyx-variantax-proektov-nalogovogo-kodeksa-i-zakona-o-bjudzhete-respubliki-belarus-na-20071/
https://www.belta.by/society/view/uvelichilos-kolichestvo-popytok-nezakonno-peresech-granitsu-belarusi-so-stranami-baltii-329831-2018/
https://www.belta.by/society/view/uvelichilos-kolichestvo-popytok-nezakonno-peresech-granitsu-belarusi-so-stranami-baltii-329831-2018/
https://www.belta.by/society/view/uvelichilos-kolichestvo-popytok-nezakonno-peresech-granitsu-belarusi-so-stranami-baltii-329831-2018/
http://mfa.gov.by/press/statements/b818e017135f2e16.html
http://mfa.gov.by/press/statements/b818e017135f2e16.html
https://udf.by/news/society/185078-v-belarusi-na-ustanovschikov-antenn-trikolor-i-ntv-plyus-nachali-zavodit-ugolovnye-dela.html
https://udf.by/news/society/185078-v-belarusi-na-ustanovschikov-antenn-trikolor-i-ntv-plyus-nachali-zavodit-ugolovnye-dela.html
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ECONOMY
Reforms as a response to Russia’s 
pressure

The escalating tensions in relations between Russia 
and Belarus have led to internal transformations in quite 
a few fields in Belarus politics. Apart from the change in 
the attitude of the Belarus leadership to Russia, these 
transformations mostly had to do with economic life. The 
board of the National Bank of Belarus has stated that the 
establishment of a unified mint for the union of Belarus 
and Russia is not currently discussed and can only be 
considered as the “helm of integration”. Pavel Kallaur, 
National Bank Board Chair, has spoken of a possible 
“crossover of inflation and devaluation processes” from 
Russia to Belarus. The Belarus authorities are thus pre-
ventively insuring themselves from economic difficulties 
in 2019 by preparing ground for blaming them on Russia. 

The long-expected abolition of the decree on the 
campaign against fake entrepreneurial entities (No 488) 
came into effect on January 1, 2019. At the same time, 
the Chamber of Representatives at the Belarus National 
Assembly passed a package of amendments in the crim-

inal code to decriminalize many economic violations or 
to introduce seriously lighter responsibility for them. The 
article on fake entrepreneurship was removed from the 
Criminal Code. The amended article on illegal entrepre-
neurial activity only entails punishment for unlicensed ac-
tivity. Other important innovations include the narrowing 
down of the scope where general confiscation of prop-
erty applies (special confiscation remains in place as a 
punishment for the property and the revenues received 
from criminal activity), and lighter criminal liability for the 
violations committed as part of legal economic activity.  

The National Bank’s abolition of the authorization pro-
cedure for the opening of bank accounts for individuals 
abroad is another revolutionary measure. Belarus citizens 
can now open and use these accounts without the regu-
lator’s approval. 

2019 will thus see stronger comprehensive pressure 
from the Kremlin to force Belarus into a deep integration. 
Resistance against this pressure on the domestic and in-
ternational arena will become the main element of Bela-
rus’ politics. This will inevitably fuel escalation in relations 
with Russia.

https://news.tut.by/economics/619902.html
https://news.tut.by/economics/619902.html
https://news.tut.by/economics/619902.html
https://news.tut.by/economics/619589.html
https://news.tut.by/economics/619589.html
https://news.tut.by/economics/619589.html
https://infobank.by/infolineview/pavel-kallaur-kurs-belorusskogo-rublya-budet-spravedlivym/
https://infobank.by/infolineview/pavel-kallaur-kurs-belorusskogo-rublya-budet-spravedlivym/
https://infobank.by/infolineview/pavel-kallaur-kurs-belorusskogo-rublya-budet-spravedlivym/
https://infobank.by/infolineview/pavel-kallaur-kurs-belorusskogo-rublya-budet-spravedlivym/
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Georgia: Opposition 
declares a boycott  
Lasha Tughushi, Liberal Academy Tbilisi (Tbilisi, Georgia)  

The President Salome Zurabishvili has already been inaugurated; however, 
opposition still rejects the election results. 

DOMESTIC POLICY
President “for all”

While a part of the opposition was trying to break 
through the police cordon, the new president-elect Sa-
lome Zurabishvili’s inauguration was taking place in the 
historical city of Telavi. Only small groups were able to 
get into Telavi in order to protest. In the days to follow 
two political activists from both sides were detained: a 
representative of the opposition – for violent resistance 
to the police and a supporter of the new president – for 
assaulting a representative of the opposition. 

Zurabishvili’s emigrant ancestors came from Telavi. And 
even though the new president-elect did not enjoy the sup-
port of the local voters, she made a statement saying that 

she is going to the city she lost in order to demonstrate her 
willingness to be a president for all citizens in the country 
including those who did not vote for her. 

The president-elect has already moved in to a new, 
more modest and yet to be completely remodeled resi-
dence while already being criticized for another reason. 
As a result of hasty  consultations with civil society rep-
resentatives, Zurabishvili introduced three candidates for 
the head of the Central Election Commission (CEC) in-
cluding the acting CEC head Tamar Zhvania. According to 
the opposition, she was “paid back” for her “objectivity” 
during presidential elections and deserved her re-election 
as CEC head for a new term.  

Zurabishvili’s opponents, the National Movement, do 

President-elect Salome Zurabishvili’s inauguration   
took place in the historical city of Telavi.
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not recognize the election results and have declared a 
boycott in the parliament. According to the new rules of 
the procedure, any party can declare a boycott based on 
their political beliefs. 

“There is a special session on Saturday. Moreover, 
there will be two more sessions next week, which we will 
miss fully abiding with the rules of the procedure as a 
sign of political protest, therefore, yet 
another time stressing the fact that 
there is terror and political persecution 
in the country”, - says the United Na-
tional Movement (UNM) statement. 

The opposition did not spare even 
the General Secretary of the ruling par-
ty, mayor of Tbilisi Kakha Kaladze, who 
was making an annual report in Tbilisi 
Sakrebulo (the city council). Saakash-
vili’s party, disappointed with the city 
budget project, obstructed and left as a 
sign of protest. 

Yet it is obvious that the bipolar party 
system functioning in the country is rather problematic 
due to its high polarization. Other political powers are 

necessary, a third power is needed. However, given the 
conditions of the radical political discourse, it is difficult 
to find a place for a new power in this political landscape. 

The parliament majority is likely to make another New 
Year “gift” to the democratic society supporting judicial 
reforms. The members of parliament are planning to ap-
prove 10 judges for the Supreme Court of Georgia, in-

troduced by the High Council of 
Justice. The People’s Guard of 
Georgia, civil society, political 
opposition, and other members 
of the High Council of Justice 
(not judges) have declared a 
strong protest and called for 
Parliament not to make hasty 
decisions. The reason for this 
development is simple: these 
judges have long been severely 
criticized for their past. Further-
more, the selection procedure 
itself is not transparent and the 

criteria are not clear. According to some experts, the par-
liament may postpone this decision until spring. 

ECONOMY
Promising rankings

Georgia improved its performance in the Global Com-
petitiveness Index by World Economic Forum 2018, tak-
ing the 66th place among 140 countries. The country was 
able to move a position up against last year. The most 
concerning findings from the World Economic Forum 
report included the weakness of the country’s financial 
system and the possibility of implementing innovations 
in Georgia. Transparency as well as implementing infor-
mation and communication technologies were named 
among Georgia’s positive developments. 

Georgia ranked 6th in Ease of Doing Business World 
Bank Doing Business-2019 ranking, and without a doubt, 
that is a serious achievement.  

Moreover, in the Forbes Best Countries for Business 
ranking Georgia moved up to take the 44th place among 
161 countries. Georgia improved its performance by 8 po-
sitions against last year. 

“Georgia’s performance in top rankings promotes a 
higher level of trust to the business climate in the country 
among those seeking to invest in Georgia”, said the coun-
try’s business ombudsman. 

FOREIGN POLICY
What has Russia got to do with 
Lugar? 

It is yet another time that Georgia’s Lugar biological 
laboratory was the center of attention of Russia’s top au-
thorities. The head of the federal service for the oversight 
of consumer protection and welfare Anna Popova started 
her briefing with pointing out a serious threat the Lugar 
laboratory located in the vicinity of Tbilisi poses to Rus-
sia. Ms. Popova also mentioned the events last summer, 
when Russian tourists including children developed acute 
enteric infections while traveling in Georgia. According to 
Anna Popova, Russian doctors believe that this incident 

may have been related to genetically modified bacteria. 
The Russian president Vladimir Putin has also men-

tioned the subject recently. When speaking during the 
session of the Valdai Club in Sochi, he said that biological 
weapons capable of causing genetic mutations are alleg-
edly developed there. 

Despite the Georgian side being very open and trans-
parent on the issue and having invited experts to moni-
tor the lab activities on multiple occasions, the frequent 
questioning of the laboratory activities by the Russian 
side continues. This spawns another line of questions and 
warnings regarding Russia’s specific goals.

Zurabishvili’s 
opponents, the National 
Movement, do not 
recognize the election 
results and have 
declared a boycott in 
the parliament
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Moldova:  
Elections are coming
Sorin Sclearuc, Foreign Policy Association of Moldova (Chisinau)

As Moldova was getting ready for the winter holidays, preparations for the 
parliamentary elections scheduled for February 24 were in full swing too. ACUM 
(Now), the pro-European and anti-oligarchic bloc was formed, led by Maia Sandu, 
the head of the Party of Action and Solidarity (PAS), and Andrei Nastase, the 
head of Dignity and Truth Platform Party “DA”. Moldovan parties published lists 
of candidates by constituency demonstrating the faults of the mixed electoral 
system. For the fifth time now, Moldovan President Igor Dodon was suspended 
from office for yet another refusal to promulgate the laws proposed by the 
Parliament.

DOMESTIC POLICY
Brace yourself, elections are coming

PAS’s Maia Sandu and DA’s Andrei Năstase signed an 
agreement to form the ACUM bloc (Now) on December 
16. It positions itself as pro-European and anti-oligarchic. 

Currently, the bloc is the main opposition force that is 
ready to compete with Igor Dodon’s Party of Socialists of 
the Republic of Moldova and Vlad Plahotniuc’s Democrat-
ic Party of Moldova.

“We are united by the desire to put the Republic of Mol-

Maia Sandu and Andrei Năstase signed an agreement to form the ACUM bloc (Now) on December 16.
Photo by  acum.md

http://tribuna.md/2018/12/16/blocul-electoral-acum-da-pas-constituit/
http://tribuna.md/2018/12/16/blocul-electoral-acum-da-pas-constituit/
http://tribuna.md/2018/12/16/blocul-electoral-acum-da-pas-constituit/
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dova on the right track, to give citizens a chance to have 
a decent life at home, and to do everything possible so 
that those who have left could come back. We are united 
by the commitment to build a truly democratic society 
where votes cannot be stolen or bought. We are united 
by the idea of building a democratic state that is able to 
protect us from all kinds of thieves, usurpers and corrupt 
officials”, Maia Sandu said.

Moldova’s President Igor Do-
don was suspended from office in 
what is less than two months after 
the previous suspension. The head 
of state refused to promulgate a 
number of laws including the ones 
on transferring the territory of the 
former Republican Stadium to the 
US Embassy for the construction of 
its new premises and on the adoption of a new Media 
Code that monopolizes media space in the country in the 
President’s opinion. Also, Dodon did not agree with the 

Labor Code amendment to introduce the celebration of 
the Day of Europe on May 9, the same day as Victory Day 
is marked.  

On December 25, Igor Dodon met with Vadim Kras-
noselsky, the leader of Transnistria. The Moldovan pres-
ident noted the progress in the Transnistria dialogue on 
his social media account, and the implementation of 6 
out of 8 provisions in the respective action plan. Dodon 

referred to the Russian peacekeep-
ers in Transnistria as a factor of sta-
bility.

“There have been some provoca-
tions in that regard this year. But we 
managed to deal with everything in 
a joint effort without serious conse-
quences, largely because the peace-
keepers help maintain the good cli-

mate to ensure the right of Moldovan citizens to freely 
express their will during the parliamentary elections on 
February 24, 2019”, Igor Dodon said.

ECONOMICS
 New Year handouts

Along with the election race, a quiet “bribing” of citi-
zens in the Republic of Moldova has begun. The Demo-
cratic Party uses administrative leverage to send letters 
ascribing to itself all accomplishments of the Cabinet of 
Ministers and promising a “New Year gift” of MDL600 
($36) to all the pensioners whose pensions are under 
MDL2000 ($117). According to the source, over 500 000 
pensioners are going to receive it. 

Beginning March 1, 2019 the National Agency for En-
ergy Regulation (ANRE) will adopt a new methodology 
for calculating the price for oil products. According to it, 
companies will now set fuel prices.

Energy expert Sergiu Tofilat said “This seems like a 
silent agreement between the suppliers. For consumers, 
competitive environment is ideal”. Tofilat believes that the 
entry of this law into force was intentionally postponed 
until March 1, so that gas and petroleum prices remained 
stable before the parliamentary elections while the sup-
pliers would get a carte blanche to increase rates right 
after the vote.

Importantly, Chisinau saw protests in June 2018. Pro-
testers then expressed their frustration with ANRE’s de-
cision to raise petroleum price. Moldova’s Prime Minister 
Pavel Filip abolished this initiative. Meanwhile, the new 
law will allow the government to stave off the blame for 
the future fuel prices increase.

FOREIGN POLICY
The dialogue continues

Prime Minister Pavel Filip met with U.S. Deputy Assis-
tant Secretary of State for European and Eurasian Affairs 
George Kent on December 5. Prime Minister Filip noted 
that Moldova-US relations are strategic and that US as-
sistance is very important for the Republic of Moldova. He 
also noted that any problems can be solved with dialogue 
and compromise, and the Moldovan government is ready 
for it. “We are a team that wants and can change the situ-

ation in Moldova,” he added.
The US official said that his country supports the devel-

opment of the Republic of Moldova into a democratic and 
prosperous country. At the same time, George Kent noted 
that the US supports Moldova in the process of solving 
external and internal problems, as well as in preventing 
risks of external interference during the elections in Feb-
ruary. In this regard, Prime Minister Filip guaranteed that 
the government would do its best to make the elections 
free and transparent.

Opposition formed the 
pro-European and anti-
oligarchic ACUM bloc

https://www.zdg.md/stiri/stiri-politice/igor-dodon-vs-parlamentul-de-ce-a-fost-suspendat-presedintele-si-ce-legi-a-refuzat-sa-promulge
https://www.zdg.md/stiri/stiri-politice/igor-dodon-vs-parlamentul-de-ce-a-fost-suspendat-presedintele-si-ce-legi-a-refuzat-sa-promulge
http://tribuna.md/2018/12/25/detalii-de-la-intrevederea-lui-igor-dodon-si-vadim-krasnoselskii/
http://tribuna.md/2018/12/25/detalii-de-la-intrevederea-lui-igor-dodon-si-vadim-krasnoselskii/
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Ukraine: In the hope of 
new victories?
Sergiy Gerasymchuk, Foreign Policy Council “Ukrainian Prism”

December was a success in improving economic performance and cooperating 
with international financial institutions. It brought Ukraine a long-expected 
unification of the Orthodox Church of Ukraine, showing that Kyiv can count on the 
international partners. Meanwhile, there was no progress on the Russian issue. 
The conflict continues and is highly likely to intensify in 2019.

DOMESTIC POLICY
Church, land, and “friendship”  
with Russia

The uncontested top event of December and of 2018 
was the Unification Sobor or Assembly of the Orthodox 
Churches of Ukraine. Following the  lengthy negotia-
tions at St. Sophia’s Cathedral on December 15, the rep-
resentatives of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Kyiv 
Patriarchate and the Autocephalous Orthodox Church 
reached the historical agreement to establish the Unified 

Orthodox Church of Ukraine. They elected Metropolitan 
Epiphanius as the new primate of the Church and adopt-
ed the Charter of the newly established Orthodox Church 
of Ukraine. Simeon, Bishop of Vinnytsia and Bar, and 
Olexandr, Bishop of Prereiaslav-Khmelnytsky and Vysh-
neve, both from the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Mos-
cow Patriarchate, joined the Sobor of Ukrainian Church-
es. Importantly, this extraordinary event in the country’s 
spiritual life did not go unnoticed by the representatives 
of other religious communities. On behalf of muslims 

The historical agreement to establish the Unified Orthodox Church of Ukraine 
reached on December 15.

https://www.radiosvoboda.org/a/text-epiphanii/29658116.html
https://www.radiosvoboda.org/a/text-epiphanii/29658116.html
https://www.radiosvoboda.org/a/news-uptsmp-sobo-dvoye-arhiyepyskopiv/29658041.html
https://www.radiosvoboda.org/a/news-uptsmp-sobo-dvoye-arhiyepyskopiv/29658041.html
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of Ukraine, Mufti Sheikh Said Is-
magilov sent greetings to Ortho-
dox Christians on establishing the 
Orthodox Church of Ukraine.

The “battles” around the new-
ly established Orthodox Church of 
Ukraine continued when the Par-
liament passed bill No.5309 on De-
cember 20, obliging the Ukrainian 
Orthodox Church of Moscow Patri-
archate to rename itself as the Rus-
sian Orthodox Church. The bill faced 
extremely negative reaction from the 
Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Mos-
cow Patriarchate which called on 
President Poroshenko to veto the law. The President did 
not follow the clergy’s demands and signed the document 
on December 22. 

In addition to the Church Law, 
the Parliament churned out other 
decisions crucial for the country 
and the international communi-
ty one after another. One was law 
No.0206 terminating the Treaty on 
Friendship, Cooperation and Part-
nership between Ukraine and the 
Russian Federation. It was adopted 
in early December and signed by 
the President.

As 2018 drew to an end, Ukrain-
ian legislators yet again extended 
the moratorium on the sale of ag-
ricultural land until January 2020. 

They also obliged the Cabinet of Ministers to draft and 
submit a bill on transactions with agricultural land by 
March 1, 2019. 

ECONOMY
The rising numbers

The IMF’s decision of December 18 confirming the 
$3.9bln stand-by program for Ukraine was the most sig-
nificant and expected event in December. The Ukraine-
IMF cooperation program of 14 months focuses on the 
continuation of reforms to ensure the country’s macro-
economic stability. The important aspect of the program 
is that the inflation targets set by the National Bank of 
Ukraine were included as the targets of the IMF program 

for the first time in Ukraine’s history.
On December 18, the World Bank confirmed its 

$750mln guarantee to Ukraine to support the country’s 
policy aimed at facilitating reforms in the banking sector, 
fighting corruption, ensuring pensions, subsidies and the 
funding of health care.

The decisions of Ukraine’s international financial partners 
enabled the growth of foreign-exchange reserves to over 
$20bln for the first time since 2014 and significantly helped 
strengthen hryvnia exchange rate to US dollar and euro. 

FOREIGN POLICY
The echo of the Kerch Crisis

Russia’s aggressive actions in the Sea of Azov and the 
Black Sea keep Ukraine in the spotlight of the internation-
al agenda.

The House of Representatives in the US has thus in-
troduced a bipartisan resolution on Russia’s aggression 
in the Kerch Strait. NATO Secretary General Jens Stolten-
berg said that there was no justification for Russia’s ac-
tions and called on it to release imprisoned Ukrainian 
sailors and the vessels captured by Russia at the end of 

November. Heiko Maas, Foreign Affairs Minister in Ger-
many, echoed NATO Secretary General and called for the 
diplomatic resolution of the conflict.

The UN General Assembly requested Russia to end the 
occupation of Crimea and the militarization of the Black 
Sea-Azov region.

Notably, Lithuania — the friendliest country to Ukraine 
by many accounts — went even further, becoming the 
first EU member-state to launch a procedure of sanction-
ing Russia for its marine aggression against Ukraine and 
for its violation of international law.

Following the lengthy 
negotiations at  
St. Sophia’s Cathedral 
on December 15, the 
historical agreement 
to establish the Unified 
Orthodox Church of 
Ukraine was reached
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Are they equal? How 
Ukraine deals with gender 
equality issues 
Natalia Chermoshentseva, Bureau of Gender Strategies and Budgeting (Kyiv, Ukraine) 

Gender equality and anti-discrimination campaign remain on the EU’s agenda. 
Equality between men and women is one of the key values for the EU and for 
its Eastern Partnership policy. How is Ukraine fulfilling the gender-oriented 
provisions of the Association Agreement and of the 20 Deliverables for 2020 
working document? 

The European Union (EU) encourages gender equality 
through legislation, monitoring, political leadership, raising 
awareness and project support. The EU’s new 2016-2020 
Gender Action Plan highlights the need for a change in institu-
tional culture and the importance of using gender analysis to 
achieve equality and expand rights and opportunities. 

The Joint Declaration of the Eastern Partnership Summit 
in Brussels in November 2017 expressed commitment to 

the promotion of equality between men and women and 
to the empowerment of women. It also focused on “the 
importance of vibrant civil society and gender equality to 
release the full economic and social potential of their soci-
eties, improving economic development and strengthening 
social cohesion” (it. 5).

The text of the Joint Declaration is based on 20 Deliv-
erables for 2020. Focusing on key priorities and tangible 

Аналитика

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/31758/final-statement-st14821en17.pdf
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/31758/final-statement-st14821en17.pdf
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https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/31758/final-statement-st14821en17.pdf
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results, the framework working document was revised in 
June 2017. It clearly lists the key vectors of development 
for Eastern Partnership (EaP) countries. Notably, the theme 
of gender equality is a cross-cutting deliverable in 20 De-
liverables for 2020 rather than a separate subdeliverable. 
This signals understanding of how important the gender 
approach is in the spheres, outlined in the document. 
Among other things, special attention and efforts are to be 
focused on countering negative gender stereotypes, gen-
der violence and inequality of pay to men and women. 

It is thus important to evaluate the progress and to set the 
tasks for solving the challenges faced by the partner states in 
this area. 

Where is Ukraine in this context? 
The analysis of the Gender Equality and Non-Discrimination 

as a cross-cutting deliverable included 
evaluation of progress in the areas 
specified by the joint staff working 
document. Among others, these areas 
include the following ones:    

- gender analysis of policies and 
programs implemented by EaP coun-
tries; 

- availability/effectiveness of an-
ti-discrimination laws and entities to 
ensure equality;  

- ensuring opportunities for women 
within EU competitions for the youth; 

- ensuring opportunities for women 
in overcoming the gender gap in the access to finance. 

Article 420 in Chapter 21 of the EU-Ukraine Associa-
tion Agreement (AA) writes that the AA should ensure the 
accomplishment of a number of goals, including gender 
equality and equal opportunities for women and men in 
employment, education, training, economy and society, 
and decision-making. It refers to  some directives on gen-
der equality. Article 419 of Chapter 21 also mentions gen-
der equality under the title of Cooperation on employment, 
social policy and equal opportunities.

Goal 1: Include gender issue in the state policy 
with accessible detailed data on gender issues 
in policy by every area and with better gender 
statistics available. Implement gender action plan. 

Ukraine has made significant progress in adopting basic 
documents to strengthen the gender equality policy over the 
past eighteen months. 

Gender issues were included in the Government Priority 
Action Plan for 2018 for the first time. In April 2018, the 
State Social Program to Ensure Equal Rights and Opportu-
nities for Women and Men Through 2021 was adopted. For 
the first time since Ukraine ratified the Convention in 1981, 
a National Action Plan (NAP) was developed and approved 
in September 2018 to implement recommendations of the 
UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against 
Women listed in the Concluding Observations on the Eighth 

Periodic Report of Ukraine concerning its compliance with 
the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrim-
ination Against Women through 2021. 

The revised National Action Plan for implementation of 
UNSCR 1325 on Women, Peace and Security until 2020 
was assessed and adopted in September 2018. Important-
ly, Ukraine is the only country to have adopted the NAP 
while in a military conflict.

In addition to drafting and passing framework documents, 
Ukraine has abolished provisions that discriminated against 
women. The Ministry of Health abolished Decree No256 from 
December 29, 1993, with the list of arduous and hazardous 
work banned for women. These included food and tobacco 
production; fermentation facilities; railway and metro trans-
port maintenance; work at automobile, sea and river transport; 
print production; agriculture and many more. We now live in 

a different time and conditions of work 
have changed accordingly. The list 
was no longer compliant with Ukrain-
ian and EU laws, or Ukraine’s interna-
tional commitments on gender policy. 

Gender Budgeting in Ukraine is 
another good practice. Implemented 
with the support of the Swedish In-
ternational Development Cooperation 
Agency (SIDA) since 2013, the project 
aims at enhancing economic efficiency 
and transparency of budget allocations 
taking into consideration the different 
needs of women and men. The project 

works actively with the Ministry of Finance. Gender approach 
and gender-oriented budgeting have thus been integrated into 
the 2017-2020 Strategy for the Reform of the Public Finance 
Management System. 

Taras Shevchenko Kyiv National University has launched 
the first Master’s Degree program for Gender Studies at its 
Sociology Department.  The first group of students includes 8 
women and 2 men. 

The challenges in achieving this goal include implement-
ing the practice to apply gender analysis in developing and 
monitoring public policies; integrating gender priorities into 
sectoral reforms; establishing an effective mechanism to im-
plement the above documents on the ground; and test-driving 
the monitoring and evaluation of the documents adopted. Col-
lection and application of disaggregated data by gender is an 
outstanding issue too. 

Goal 2: Adopt anti-discrimination laws. Move 
forward in harmonization of respective laws. 
Assess performance of established authorities in 
charge of ensuring equality. Effectively monitor 
anti-discrimination laws.

The Law On Preventing and Combating Domestic Violence 
came into force. It introduced criminal responsibility for do-
mestic violence. However, ratification of the Istanbul Conven-
tion remains essential. It is important for Ukraine’s prospect 
of joining the EU, but more so for providing a comprehensive 

Ukraine has made 
significant progress 
in adopting basic 
documents to 
strengthen the gender 
equality policy over the 
past eighteen months

https://eeas.europa.eu/sites/eeas/files/swd2017_300_ru.pdf
https://eeas.europa.eu/sites/eeas/files/swd2017_300_ru.pdf
http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/ru/984_011
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http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/142-2017-%D1%80
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/142-2017-%D1%80
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approach to the fight with violence against women and for 
strengthening protection from discrimination. Unfortunately, 
the Istanbul Convention remains a tool of manipulation and 
only exists as a plan for now. 

The national gender mechanism was strengthened. Imple-
mentation of gender equality was integrated into the function 
of the Vice Prime Minister for European and Euro-Atlantic Inte-
gration. The post of Government Ombudsman for Gender Pol-
icy was established, together 
with the support staff. 

Ministries now have a 
practice of setting up separate 
sectors on gender equality 
and a respective network of 
contacts within different de-
partments of one Ministry,The 
Ministry of the Internal Affairs 
being one example.

Still, human and financial resources remain quite limited, 
and the activities implemented are not comprehensive at the 
level of some ministries, oblasts and consolidated territorial 
communities. 

Gender equality and non-discrimination are included in the 
2018-2021 Communication Strategy of European Integration. 
Raising wider awareness of European values and rule of law 
standards, ensuring gender equality and overcoming dis-
crimination of any form is one of the Strategy communication 
goals. However, education campaigns on discrimination and 
ongoing monitoring of anti-discrimination laws remain an im-
portant task for Ukraine. The installment of a clear mechanism 
of responsibility for discrimination, including discrimination by 
gender, remains essential. 

Goal 3. Young women targeted in EU4Youth 
initiatives (75% of the target audience). 

This goal is accomplishable. Gender equality is defined 
as a key deliverable of the Program (including through the 
Women in Development approach) 
in the second phase of the project. 
Young women are defined as a priori-
ty group. Equal participation is one of 
the Project indicators.  

For Ukraine, the involvement of 
young women in competitions (50-
75% of all target groups) remains an 
important issue, especially with regard 
to young women from the countryside. 

Another important task is to increase the participation of 
young women and ensure mechanisms of their easy access to 
participation in the project competitions. Final conclusions can 
be drawn following the completion of the projects. 

Goal 4: EU’s contribution to the Women in 
Business program. Help to eliminate gender 
inequality in accessing funding from at least 50% 

of local banks supported under the Women in 
Business program. 
This task is important for Ukraine given its current signifi-

cant gender disproportions in the representation of women in 
business. Women own only 22% of businesses and manage 
only 6% of large companies. Moreover, local development 
strategies and plans do not have a focus on the access to 
financial services for female entrepreneurs in local commu-

nities. Financial capability of 
women in Ukraine is nearly 
25% below that of men. 

Still, this goal can be de-
scribed as fairly accomplisha-
ble. The Small Business Sup-
port Group works within the 
Women in Business aiming at 
supporting the participation of 

women in business and the access of female entrepreneurs 
to funding. The European Bank for Reconstruction and De-
velopment offers grants to SMEs as partial compensation of 
consultancy fees and provides access to financial resources 
via lines of credit for women-led SMEs at local banks. In ad-
dition to that, the program offers trainings, mentorship and 
other support allowing women-entrepreneurs to share their 
experience and learn from each other. Previous expert evalu-
ations confirm successful interim results in different sectors. 
The program has supported 17 projects in Ukraine at EUR 
149.9mn. 15 EU4Business support centers have been estab-
lished throughout the country. 

Where are we moving? 
The trends described above show that Ukraine has made 

significant progress in gender policy implementation over the 
past years. A lot has been done, and a lot is yet to be done. Im-
proving the laws, including the ratification of the Istanbul Con-
vention, remains in focus. So do integrating  a comprehensive 
gender approach into sectoral reforms and strengthening the 
gender mechanisms, especially on the ground. This requires 

political will and engagement of all 
respective  players, as well as proper 
investment resources. Promoting the 
principle of equal rights and oppor-
tunities for men and women through 
the general anti-discrimination culture 
remains essential. Strengthening po-
litical representation of women at all 
levels is still important. 

Progress should follow two paral-
lel tracks. The first one includes strengthening gender leg-
islation and special and specific implementation measures, 
integrating specific gender tasks and goals into the reform 
agenda, strengthening the national gender mechanism and 
implementing thereof in practice. The second one includes 
the implementation of a comprehensive gender approach 
in all strategies, policies and reforms in Ukraine to ensure 
equal rights and opportunities for women and men in all 
spheres of public life. 

The new law introduced criminal 
responsibility for domestic 
violence

Women own only 22% 
of businesses and 
manage only 6% of 
large companies

http://eu4business.eu/files/community/pdf/annual_report_2018_11.pdf
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The Assembly of Changes 
of the Eastern Partnership 
Civil Society Forum 
Hennadiy Maksak, national coordinator,  
Ukrainian National Platform of the Eastern Partnership Civil Society Forum (Kyiv, Ukraine)

The Annual Assembly of the Eastern Partnership Civil Society Forum took place in 
Tbilisi in December 2018. Despite the fact that this event is annual and is rather 
routine for the Eastern Partnership Civil Society Forum, this time was different in 
terms of both its format and content. 

There are several reasons for this. However, all of them 
played a significant role when defining and shaping this 
event. 

The Assembly puts emphasis on four 
key issues 

Let us start with the factors immediately concerned 
with the Eastern Partnership development as part of the 

EU European Neighbourhood Policy.  
First of all, the Eastern Partnership Summit in Brussels 

in November 2017 saw the official launching of a cer-
tain “road map” for the Eastern Partnership development, 
which is provisionally called “20 deliverables to 2020”. 
This document contains 4 priority areas and 20 deliv-
erables in different spheres of multilateral and bilateral 
cooperation with the European Union and partner states. 

Photo by eap-csf.eu

http://eap-csf.eu/
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This was the first year when 20 deliverables proved to be 
a real guideline for shaping the agenda for the Forum, its 
working groups and subgroups. 

Secondly, in March 2018 the European Union officially 
introduced a renewed structure of multilateral cooper-
ation, with the Eastern Partnership Civil Society Forum 
being a part of it. It is indeed a welcome development that 
the new multilateral architecture secured additional pro-
visions for bigger political involvement of both six partner 
states and other international stake holders. There are 
now better opportunities for the civil society to influ-
ence the process of decision-making. The Forum made 
a stronger appearance at different international EaP plat-
forms: from participating in EaP MFA meetings to a more 
practical line of work involving panels and expert groups. 
It was the Forum’s new role in the system of multilateral 
cooperation evaluation that provided new directions and 
approaches when preparing for the event in December. 

Thirdly, the keynote while preparing for the annual Fo-
rum’s Assembly was the internal reform of the Civil So-
ciety Forum, which was approved just before the annual 
meeting even though the work on it had been in progress 
for two years. This was not the first 
attempt to optimize the Civil Society 
Forum’s work. By the way, previous 
reforms also took place in Batumi, 
Georgia, in 2014. This time the 
transformations were aimed at im-
proving the active participation of 
the civil society in expertise and ad-
vocacy while assisting the EaP poli-
cy both at the European level and at 
the level of national partner states. 
It is natural that detailed informa-
tion on new reforms took a central 
stand during the Assembly in Tbilisi. 

Fourthly, the agenda experienced a significant influ-
ence of the upcoming 10th anniversary of Eastern Part-
nership policy initiative, which will be celebrated in May 
2019. Apart from the official celebrations planned in 
many capitals of EU members and partner states there 
are also legitimate expectations that next year should 
be dedicated to reflecting upon the Eastern Partnership 
future while searching the answer to the question what 
will follow after 2020, when the above-mentioned road 
map is no longer valid. This issue was also discussed at 
the Forum, which is understandable as it is the institution 
within EaP frames. 

Worrisome elections in the region 
However, it is important to keep track of both domestic 

and regional political features that influence the course of 
the Assembly and its thematic layout. It is worth mention-
ing that the events in Eastern Partnership countries dedi-
cated to the 100th anniversary of declaring independence 
in five out of six states in 1918 made a strong symbolic 

impact, as it was in Tbilisi that the independence of three 
South Caucasian states was declared. This very symbol-
ism, the similarity of situations with modern-day reality 
in the region, where all countries are subject to Russia’s 
hybrid aggression attacks, did not allow the participants 
to concentrate solely on official celebrations and promis-
ing expectations. 

Uneasiness was imperceptibly present and made its 
impact on the discussions due to the peak season of elec-
tions in the majority of EaP countries, with the outcome 
of the elections not always being predictable within the 
context of following the way of European integration for 
these countries. In case of both recent direct presiden-
tial elections in Georgia and snap elections in Armenia 
the results were quite positive, however, the parliamen-
tary elections in Moldova present a significant threat to 
the very possibility of following the democratic route of 
development and keeping a pro-European foreign policy 
orientation. Another challenge is presented by both pres-
idential and parliamentary elections in Ukraine in 2019. 
Furthermore, there is a possibility of Belarusian presiden-
tial elections being held in 2019 instead of 2020, which 

might be a worrisome development 
taking into consideration Kremlin’s 
recent pressure on official Minsk 
forcing the latter into stronger in-
tegration within the frames of the 
Union State of Belarus and Russia 
in December 2018.  

the upcoming European Parlia-
ment elections in 2019, where dif-
ferent surprises are also possible 
against the backdrop of populist 
sentiments in EU member states, 
should also be remembered. 

In fact, these very factors made 
up the basis for shaping the thematic layout of the Civil 
Society Forum. Therefore, all formal and informal parts of 
the Assembly, panels, sessions and groups were organ-
ized correspondingly. 

Unfortunately, ambitious agenda was not always bal-
anced by sufficient political level among EU and EaP rep-
resentatives. For instance, Ukrainian top-level speakers 
could not make it due to their workload towards the end 
of the year. The same situation could be observed with EU 
high-level speakers, with Commissioner Johannes Hahn 
recording a video message for the event.   

South Caucasus in the center of 
discussions 

It can be said that the Forum developed a political 
focus on the region of Caucasus against this backdrop, 
which is in essence not a disadvantage at all but an addi-
tional feature that logically fits the context of democratic 
transformations in Armenia during the Velvet revolution. 

The main role of Armenia’s civil society in the transfor-

This was the first year 
when 20 deliverables 
proved to be a real 
guideline for shaping 
the agenda for the 
Forum, its working 
groups and subgroups
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mational processes happening in the 
country was on multiple occasions 
highlighted during the Assembly. 
The co-chair of the EaP Civil Society 
Forum Steering Committee Hayku-
hi Haratunyan shared her inspiring 
story, while the EaP CSF Activists 
Award was given to Armenian civil 
activist Davit Petrosyan for his active 
involvement in the events of the Vel-
vet Revolution. It is a welcome devel-
opment that the civil society and its 
active role in the democratic trans-
formations was stressed upon during 
the panel by Armenia’s Minister of Foreign Affairs  Zohrab 
Mnatsakanyan. 

Special attention should be paid to the high level of in-
terest to the Assembly demonstrated by Georgia’s top au-
thorities. Georgia’s prime-minister Mamuka Bakhtadze’s 
speech was the high point of the Assembly’s first day, 
while the country’s speaker Irakli Kobakhidze launched 
the political part of the Forum on the second day in the 
Georgian Parliament. 

It is worth noting that both Georgian politicians made 
positive remarks on the level of cooperation with the civil 
society in Georgia and on its role in securing the cho-
sen European way of this South Caucasus state. It would 
not be an exaggeration to say that a lot of credit should 
be given to the Georgia’s Civil Society Forum National 
Platform as it managed to establish a solid contact with 
Georgian authorities and directly participated in develop-
ing the constitutional reform. Some instruments used by 
Georgian counterparts can be successfully adapted at the 
level of other Civil Society Forum national platforms, for 
instance, signing memorandums on cooperation between 
the platform and the parliament, the platform and the 
government. 

Civil society not ready for 
compromise as well 

As for the content of the event it should be mentioned 
that the Civil Society Forum traditionally manages to di-
agnose rather clearly those societal and political issues 
that Azerbaijan, Armenia, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and 
Ukraine are facing. It suffices only to have a look at the 
texts of speeches given by the representatives of the Civil 
Society Forum at different levels of meetings among EaP 
leaders, as well as the statements and resolutions of the 
Civil Society Forum Steering Committee. 

This time during the meeting in Tbilisi the following is-
sues again were discussed: human rights, fighting corrup-
tion, fair and untainted elections in EaP region countries, 
rule of law, public administration and judicial reforms. 
A video message from Bill Browder on campaigning for 
sanctions against human rights violators on the EU level, 
with providing Magnitsky Act as an example, was quite 

motivating. 
The forum’s domestic “mechanics” 

this year was also different from the 
usual chronic electoral process as a 
result of the Forum’s internal reform 
which ensured two main changes – a 
two-year working cycle and a differ-
ent timetable and decentralizing the 
election process for the Civil Society 
Forum Steering Committee members. 
On one hand, it did allow for more 
time to hold important talks and at-
tract attention to vital issues for the 
states in the region. On the other 

hand, it was a nostalgic moment for the Forum’s long-
time participants when adrenaline level and unofficial 
agreements are kept to a minimum. The only elections 
held were to elect the members of the Arbitration Com-
mittee created as a result of the internal reform, and vot-
ing to determine the winners of the Civil Society Forum 
re-granting projects. 

It will be fair to say that not everything was done the 
way it had been planned.  First and foremost, let us turn 
to the resolutions, which are traditionally made following 
the results of the Assembly. This is when a traditional 
sore point – a low level of compromise regarding the 
text – comes into the picture. Unfortunately, the civil so-
ciety does not greatly differ from the official authorities 
of EaP countries; they dilute EaP Summit texts until they 
are unrecognizable. Overall, Centenary Resolution can be 
named in terms of good content. 

The tiring search for mutually acceptable wording 
forced Ukrainian and Georgian Civil Society Forum Na-
tional platforms to prepare a separate statement, which 
clearly highlighted the necessity to restore territorial in-
tegrity and sovereignty of Ukraine and Georgia over occu-
pied territories and which confirmed without corrections 
that the EU should assist these countries in counteracting 
Russia’s hybrid aggression. 

In the end, each platform committed to a duty of sug-
gesting its own interpretations of evaluating the situation 
in their own countries, which led to an even bigger de-
valuation of the general resolution. Thus, the rationale 
for modifying the approach to shaping concluding docu-
ments was questioned. 

Progress monitoring
Unfortunately, the work on Eastern Partnership Index, 

the Forum’s main monitoring document that provides 
comparative evaluation of the progress made in bilater-
al and multilateral integration and cooperation in the EaP 
region, was still in progress by the beginning of the As-
sembly. It should become a clear signal for the future that 
it is necessary to revise methodology for better timing 
and accessibility. 

The EaP index can be one of those instruments that can 
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facilitate a more active involvement in decision-making 
process of the EU and national governments as well as 
reform advocacy. 

It is also desirable to see the Forum’s more active in-
volvement in the systematic monitoring of “20 delivera-
bles to 2020” implementation. 
This year mobilizing all national 
platforms in order to conduct a 
joint research of EaP countries 
success in achieving the deliv-
erables was not accomplished. 
At the moment of hosting the 
Assembly only the Civil Soci-
ety Forum Ukrainian National 
Platform supported by the EU 
project “Common Synergy” 
had its own complex analysis 
of Ukrainian track record on 
the way to achieving EaP 20 
deliverables. 

The situation may experience a positive change in 2019 
as the Civil Society Forum Secretariat resource support 
for national platforms is increasing and a part of it can be 
used for operational needs. Taking into account contin-

uous calls coming from European institutions regarding 
the necessity to focus the Forum on 20 deliverables, a 
joint complex analytical product can become a major as-
set. 

Summing up, it can be agreed that the Forum is on 
the brink of major changes. It 
is essential that its role as an 
indispensable partner, which 
broadcasts civil society voic-
es from Eastern Partnership 
countries addressing European 
institutions and national gov-
ernments and offering practical 
steps for developing European 
Neighbourhood Policy, should 
get stronger.  

It is also extremely impor-
tant that 2019 should see the 
Forum and platforms com-
pletely immerse into work on 

the EaP new horizons after 2020. Moreover, there is a lot 
of interest to such projects both on the level of EU mem-
ber states and on the level of official Brussels.

The two main changes were  
a two-year working cycle 
and a different timetable and 
decentralizing the election 
process for the Civil Society 
Forum Steering Committee 
members
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Foreign Policy Council “Ukrainian Prism” (Ukraine) is a network-based non-
governmental analytical center, the goal of which is to participate in providing 
democratic ground for developing and implementation of foreign and security 
policies by government authorities of Ukraine, implementation of international 

and nation-wide projects and programs, directed at improvement of foreign policy analysis 
and expertise, enhancement of expert community participation in a decision-making process 
in the spheres of foreign policy, international relations, public diplomacy. 
www.prismua.org

Supported by the European Union and the International RenaissanceFoundation within the 
framework of the Civic Synergy Project and under the auspices of the Ukrainian National 
Platform of the Eastern Partnership Civil Society Forum.
www.civic-synergy.org.ua

Center for Legal Initiatives (Azerbaijan) is an independent legal 
think tank based in Azerbaijan. The overall aim of the organiza-
tion is  promoting rule of law,  good governance, and demo-

cratic values, as well as assisting to the European integration processes in the country.
www.legal.org.az

The Center for Economic and Social Development (Azerbaijan) is a lead-
ing Azerbaijani think tank specialized in economic and social policy is-
sues working with and establishing bridge between the government and 
the various representatives of civil society. The Center was set up in 2005 
to promote research and analysis into domestic economic and social 

issues for the purpose to positively influence the public policy decision-making processes. 
www.cesd.az

Center for Strategic and Foreign Policy Studies (Belarus) 
is a non-governmental non-profit independent think tank, 
the mission of which is to promote the opportunities for 
the Republic of Belarus in the international arena by ana-

lyzing international processes, and developing programs and projects.
www.csfps.by

The foundation Liberal Academy Tbilisi (Georgia) is a non-
governmental, nonprofit organization, committed to pro-
moting core democratic values, supporting peace-building 
and European and Euro-Atlantic integration and with that 
fostering the democratic development of Georgia and the 

whole Southern Caucasus region. 
www.ei-lat.ge

Foreign Policy Association (Moldova) is Moldova’s leading foreign policy 
think-tank, committed to supporting Moldova’s Europeanization, integra-
tion into the European Union and a viable settlement of the Transnistrian 
conflict.

www.ape.md
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